Abstract: In early blindness, the primary visual area (PVA) loses the ability to process visual information, and shifts to working on the processing of somatosensory input, auditory input, and some higherlevel cognitive functions. It has not yet been investigated whether such functional changes can lead to alterations of the functional connectivity between the PVA and other brain areas in resting state. The purpose of this study is to investigate the differences in the functional connectivity of the PVA between early blind and sighted subjects using resting functional MRI data. The altered functional connectivity was identified by comparing the correlation coefficients of the PVA with other brain areas between 16 early blind subjects (blindness onset within 1 year of age) and 32 gender-and age-matched healthy sighted volunteers. Compared with the sighted, the early blind subjects showed decreased functional connectivity between the left PVA and the bilateral supplementary motor area (SMA), pre-and postcentral gyri, superior parietal lobule, and the left superior and middle temporal gyri. Early blind subjects also showed decreased functional connectivity between the right PVA and the bilateral SMA, preand postcentral gyri. Our findings suggest that early deprivation of a single sensory modality induces alterations of functional connectivity between the deprived functional area and other associated brain 
INTRODUCTION
The human brain shows slow fluctuations of regional cerebral blood flow when it is performing no prescribed tasks [Haughton and Biswal, 1998; Hudetz, 1997] . The slow changes of regional cerebral blood flow may induce low-frequency (<0.08 Hz) fluctuations (LFF) of the signal in the blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) MR imaging. Many researchers have pointed out that the LFF during resting state might be related to neuronal spontaneous activity [Biswal et al., 1995; Greicius et al., 2003; Lowe et al., 1998; Salvador et al., 2005a,b] . In functionally related brain regions, even located remotely, these fluctuations are syn-chronous [Biswal et al., 1995; Lowe et al., 1998 ], which implies the existence of neuronal connections that facilitate coordinated activity. To describe the relationship between functionally related brain regions, the term functional connectivity has been used as a measure of the spatiotemporal synchrony or correlations of the BOLD signal between anatomically distinct brain regions [Biswal et al., 1995; Friston et al., 1993; Greicius et al., 2003; Hampson et al., 2002; Lowe et al., 1998; Salvador et al., 2005a,b; Xiong et al., 1999] . Recently, the patterns of the functional connectivity in a resting state have been found to change in some diseased states, i.e., Alzheimer disease, [Greicius et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2006] , schizophrenia , temporal lobe epilepsy [Waites et al., 2006] , and multiple sclerosis [Lowe et al., 2002] . However, no study has been done to investigate if the functional connectivity is altered in the early deprivation of a single sensory modality, such as early visual deprivation.
The function of processing visual input of the primary visual area (PVA) is deprived in early-onset blind subjects. Many previous studies investigated the plastic changes of the PVA in the early blind using task-based functional MRI (fMRI) and found that the PVA of these patients became responsive to somatosensory input [Bü chel et al., 1998; Burton et al., 2002a Burton et al., , 2006 Gizewski et al., 2003; Sadato, 2005; Sadato et al., 1996 Sadato et al., , 1998 ], auditory input [Amedi et al., 2003; Gougoux et al., 2004 Gougoux et al., , 2005 Leclerc et al., 2000; Poirier et al., 2006; Roder et al., 1999 Roder et al., , 2001 Weeks et al.,2000] , and some complex cognitive tasks [Amedi et al., 2003; Burton et al., 2002b; De Volder et al., 2001; Lambert et al., 2004; Raz et al., 2005; Roder et al., 2002; Vanlierde et al., 2003] . These studies indicate that the PVA participates in processing input from other sensory modalities. However, it has not been investigated whether such functional changes of the PVA can lead to alterations of functional connectivity between itself and other brain areas in resting state.
In the present study, our purpose is to address the above-mentioned question. To this end, fMRI of 16 early blind subjects and 32 gender-and age-matched sighted subjects were acquired while they were at rest. They were instructed to keep their eyes closed, relax their minds, and move as little as possible during the scanning sessions. The temporal synchrony between the PVA and other brain areas during rest was assessed using correlation analysis. Then a two-sample t-test in a voxel-wise manner was used to determine the brain regions that showed significant differences between the two groups in correlation with each side of the PVA.
SUBJECTS AND METHODS

Participants
Eighteen early-onset blind subjects (loss of sight at birth or within 1 year of age) were recruited from the Special Education College of Beijing Union University. The data from two blind subjects were discarded because one subject had uncorrectable motion artifacts and the other had a lesion in the right cerebral hemisphere. Therefore, only the MR data from the remaining 16 early blind subjects (nine men and seven women; mean age, 22.1 years; range, 16-29 years) were used for further analysis. Demographic characteristics of the 16 early blind subjects were shown in Table  I . Thirty-two gender-and age-matched (two-sample t-test, P ¼ 0.953) healthy sighted subjects (18 men and 14 women; mean age, 22.1 years; range, 17-28 years) were recruited as controls. All participating subjects were righthanded, had no neurological diseases, psychiatric disorders, or structural brain abnormalities on conventional MR images. We evaluated the handedness using a questionnaire that was designed according to the Edinburgh handedness inventory [Oldfield, 1971; Raczkowski et al., 1974] . All subjects were asked to answer it by themselves. We 
Imaging Methods
MR imaging was carried out using a 3.0-T MR scanner (Magnetom Trio, Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). Foam pads were used to reduce head movements and scanner noise. Structural T1-weighted images were acquired in a sagittal orientation employing a magnetization prepared rapid gradient echo (MP-RAGE) sequence (repetition/echo time [TR/TE] ¼ 2,000/2.6 ms; flip angle ¼ 98) with a voxel size of 1 3 1 3 1 mm 3 . MR images sensitized to changes in BOLD signal levels (TR/TE ¼ 2,000/30 ms; flip angle ¼ 908) were obtained by a gradient-echo echo planar imaging (EPI) sequence. The slice thickness was set to 3 mm (slice gap ¼ 1 mm) with a matrix size of 64 3 64 and a field-ofview (FOV) of 220 3 220 mm 2 , which resulted in a voxel size of 3.4 3 3.4 3 4 mm 3 . Each brain volume comprised 32 axial sections, and each functional run contained 270 image volumes. While the fMRI data was acquired, all subjects were instructed to keep their eyes closed, relax their mind, and move as little as possible.
Data Preprocessing Analysis
The first 10 BOLD images were discarded to eliminate the unstable initial MRI signals, and allowed the subjects to adapt to the scanning situation. Then the remaining 260 functional MR images were preprocessed as follows: (1) each image was corrected for acquisition time delay between different slices and corrected for geometrical displacements resulting from the estimated head movement and realigned to the first volume; (2) each image was normalized with the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) EPI template image and resampled to 3-mm cubic voxels; (3) the normalized BOLD images were smoothed by a 4-mm FWHM Gaussian kernel to decrease spatial noise; (4) the time series of each voxel was further corrected for the effects of head movement by regression on the time series of translations and rotations of the head, which were estimated in the course of initial movement correction by image realignment; (5) a band-pass frequency filter (0.01-0.08 Hz) was applied to reduce low-frequency drift and high-frequency noise [Fox et al., 2005; Greicius et al., 2003; Liang et al., 2006] . The first three image preprocessing steps were conducted using the SPM2 software package (Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience; http:// www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm), the fourth step was processed using our in-house software, and the last step was processed using the AFNI software package (http://afni.nimh. nih.gov/).
Definition of Region of Interest
The PVA of the brain generally refers to Brodmann area (BA) 17. To define the region of interest (ROI) as precisely as possible, we chose each side of the BA17 as ROIs using the software of WFU_PickAtlas (http://www.ansir. wfubmc.edu/) [Maldjian et al., 2003] , which has been used in previous studies to define ROIs [Schon et al., 2005; Williams et al., 2004] . The procedures for defining the seed ROI of the PVA were as follows: (1) each side of the BA17 and the brain gray matter were selected from the TD (Talairach Daemon) BA atlas; (2) the left BA17 and the brain gray matter were intersected to generate the left ROI of the PVA; (3) in the same way, the right ROI was generated.
Functional Connectivity and Statistical Analyses
Functional connectivity and statistical analyses were performed using the SPM2 software package (Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience; http://www.fil.ion. ucl.ac.uk/spm). Functional connectivity analysis was performed for the left and right PVA, respectively. A seed reference time series of each ROI was obtained by averaging the fMRI time series of all voxels within the ROI. Correlation analysis of the time series was carried out between the seed ROI and other brain regions in a voxel-wise manner. For further statistical analysis, the correlation coefficients were transformed to z-values using the Fisher r-to-z transformation to improve the normality of the correlation coefficients.
The z-values were entered into a one-sample t-test in a voxel-wise manner to determine the brain regions that showed significant functional connectivity with the left PVA within each group, and the false discovery rate (FDR) method with a threshold of P < 0.000001 was used to correct for multiple comparisons. This method has been introduced in detail in SPM2 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/ spm). We chose a relatively stringent threshold of the P value because of the null hypothesis of correlation coefficient ¼ 0 and the relative large sample size. Then the same statistical analysis was performed to obtain the functional connectivity maps of the right PVA within each group.
The z-values were also entered into a two-sample t-test in a voxel-wise manner to determine the brain regions that showed significant differences between the two groups in correlation with the left PVA. A FDR method with a threshold of P < 0.01 was used to correct for multiple comparisons. Thirty voxels were used as the threshold of the minimum cluster size to show our results. Exactly the same statistical analyses were performed to obtain the functional connectivity maps of the right PVA to identify the differences of the functional connectivity between the two groups. The final P-value for the threshold imposed on the displayed data included the following effects: single voxel P-value, correction for multiple comparisons, and cluster threshold. 
RESULTS
Head Motion Effect
Considering that head motion may influence the results of functional connectivity analyses. Each subject was required to have a maximum displacement of less than 1 mm at each axis and a maximum angular motion of less than 1 o for each axis. The time courses of head motion were computed by estimating the translations in each direction and the rotations in angular motion about each axis for each of the 260 consecutive volumes, according to the method proposed by Jiang et al. [1995] . No significant difference in the peak displacements of head motion between the early blind and the sighted subjects was found (early blind: 0.41 6 0.17 mm versus sighted subjects: 0.48 6 0.24 mm; two sample t-test, P ¼ 0.27).
Functional Connectivity Analysis
The temporal synchrony between the PVA and other brain regions during rest was assessed using correlation analysis. The left and right PVA were used as two seed ROIs (selected by the software of WFU_PickAtlas) for the functional connectivity analysis. First, a one-sample t-test in a voxel-wise manner was performed to determine the brain regions that showed significant functional connectivity with each side of the PVA for each group. In the sighted group, the left PVA showed significant functional connectivity with a large range of brain regions (P < 0.000001, corrected by FDR) (Fig. 1) . In the early blind, however, the left PVA only showed significant functional connectivity with occipital regions and cerebellum and did not show any significant functional connectivity with the sensory and motor areas (Fig. 1) . Similar results were also obtained in right PVA for each group (Fig. 2) . Then, a twosample t-test in a voxel-wise manner was used to determine the brain regions that showed significant differences between the early blind and the sighted groups in the functional connectivity of each side of the PVA with other brain regions. Compared with the sighted subjects, no significant increased functional connectivity was found in the early blind group. However, in comparison with the sighted subjects, we found several decreased functional 
DISCUSSION
In the present study, we investigated the functional connectivity between the PVA and other brain areas in the early blind using resting-state fMRI data. The altered functional connectivity during rest was determined by comparing the correlation coefficients of the PVA with other brain areas between 16 early blind subjects and 32 gender-and age-matched healthy sighted volunteers. We found that the early blind subjects showed decreased functional connectivity between the PVA and the somatosensory, auditory, and motor areas. Our findings suggest that early deprivation of a single sensory modality may lead to alterations of functional connectivity between the deprived functional area and other associated brain regions.
Functional Connectivity During Resting State
Functional connectivity has been used as a measure of the spatiotemporal synchrony of the BOLD signal between anatomically distinct brain regions [Biswal et al., 1995; Friston et al., 1993; Greicius et al., 2003; Hampson et al., 2002; Lowe et al., 1998; Salvador et al., 2005a; Xiong et al., 1999] . In taskbased fMRI experiments, the changes of BOLD signal have been regarded to reflect neuronal activity related to the prescribed tasks, whereas the LFF of the BOLD signal in resting state have been attributed to the spontaneous neuronal activity [Fox et al., 2005; Salvador et al., 2005a; Xiong et al., 1999] . Such synchronous neuronal activity may facilitate the coordination and organization of information processing across Brain regions having significant functional connectivity with the right primary visual area (PVA) in the sighted group (A) and in the early blind group (B). The figure shows a statistical parametrical map thresholded at P < 0.000001(FDR corrected) and minimum cluster size of 10 voxels overlaid on high-resolution T1-weighted images from one subject in the study. The numbers indicate the position of the slice in MNI space. Color-coded areas represent brain regions that have significant functional connectivity with the right PVA in each group. In the sighted group, the right PVA shows functional connectivity with a large range of brain regions including sensory and motor areas (A). In the early blind, the right PVA does not show any significant functional connectivity with the sensory and motor areas (B).
r Altered Functional Connectivity of the PVA r r 537 r several spatial and temporal ranges [Raichle and Mintun, 2006] . Highly synchronous LFF of the BOLD signal has been reported within the primary motor [Biswal et al., 1995; Cordes et al., 2001; Jiang et al., 2004; Lowe et al., 1998 ], auditory [Cordes et al., 2001] , and visual cortices [Lowe et al., 1998 ], as well as the language regions [Hampson et al., 2002] and limbic system [Fox et al., 2005; Gizewski et al., 2003 ] of the healthy human brain.
In some diseases, the patterns of the functional connectivity were found to change in resting state. Liang et al. [2006] found that patients with schizophrenia showed extensive decreases in functional connectivity within the entire brain, which supports the hypothesis that schizophrenia may arise from the disrupted functional integration of widespread brain areas. Greicius et al. [2004] reported that patients with Alzheimer's disease showed decreased resting-state activity in the posterior cingulate gyrus and hippocampus, suggesting disrupted connectivity between these two regions. Waites et al. [2006] studied the changes of functional connectivity between typical language regions in left temporal lobe epilepsy and found reduced functional connectivity between these regions during resting state. Lowe et al. [2002] found decreased functional connectivity between right-and left-hemisphere primary motor cortices in patients with multiple sclerosis. These studies indicate that the analysis of the functional connectivity during rest may provide a new avenue to explore the functional abnormalities of some diseases.
Changes of the Function of PVA in Early Blindness
Visual function is critical for sighted people to perfectly perform their routine activities, such as sensing their environment and coordinating their motion. The PVA is an important node for processing visual input. In the early blind, the PVA loses the ability to process visual input in childhood and is reorganized to process the somatosensory input [Bü chel et al., 1998; Burton et al., 2002a Burton et al., , 2006 Gizewski et al., 2003; Sadato, 2005; Sadato et al., 1996 Sadato et al., , 1998 ], auditory input [Amedi et al., 2003; Gougoux et al., 2004 Gougoux et al., , 2005 Leclerc et al., 2000; Poirier et al., 2006; Roder et al., 1999 Roder et al., , 2001 Weeks et al.,2000] , and some complex cognitive tasks [Amedi et al., 2003; Burton et al., 2002b; De Volder et al., 2001; Lambert et al., 2004; Raz et al., 2005; Roder et al., 2002; Vanlierde et al., 2003] . That is, the function of the PVA shifts from receiving visual input to processing input from other sensory modalities. This shift in the function of the PVA may induce alterations of functional connectivity between the PVA and other brain areas in resting state. This inspired us to carry out this study.
Decreased Functional Connectivity between PVA and Somatosensory Cortices in Early Blindness
Sighted people acquire information about their environment through multiple sensory channels. It is by sampling, comparing, and combining multisensory signals that our brain constructs an accurate representation of space. This process is known as multisensory integration [Avillac et al., 2005] . Visually guided behavior, such as eating, biting, and kissing, require prompt, coordinated processing of spatial visual and somatosensory information [Sereno and Huang, 2006] . In addition, it has been reported that the visual area participates in tactile discrimination of orientation [Sathian and Zangaladze, 2001 ; Zangaladze et al., [Burton et al., 2004] in the sighted subjects, though simple tactile stimuli could not produce the activation of visual areas [Sadato et al., 1996] . The above phenomena and findings indicate that the information from visual and somatosensory input are integrated in the multisensory areas in sighted subjects, through which the PVA and the somatosensory area are connected. Recently, the existence of the functional connectivity between the PVA and the primary somatosensory cortex has also been confirmed by analyzing connectivity data in the macaque monkey using graph-theoretical tools [Negyessy et al., 2006] . The present study also confirmed the existence of the functional connectivity between the PVA and the somatosensory cortex in the sighted subjects ( Figs. 1 and 2) .
Compared with the sighted subjects, two factors may influence the resting state functional connectivity between the PVA and the somatosensory area in the early blind. One factor is that the loss of function in the PVA of the early blind may result in decreased functional connectivity between the PVA and the somatosensory area. The other factor is that the function of the PVA is reorganized to participate in processing somatosensory input [Bü chel et al., 1998; Burton et al., 2002a Burton et al., , 2006 Gizewski et al., 2003; Sadato, 2005; Sadato et al., 1996 Sadato et al., , 1998 ], which may produce a trend of increased functional connectivity between these two areas. Our finding of decreased functional connectivity between the PVA and the somatosensory area in the early blind indicates that the loss of visual function produces a greater effect than the reorganization of the PVA. Brain regions having decreased functional connectivity with the primary visual area (PVA) in the early blind. The figure shows a statistical parametrical map thresholded at P < 0.01 (FDR corrected) and a minimum cluster size of 30 voxels overlaid on high-resolution T1-weighted images from one subject in the study. The numbers indicate the position of the slice in MNI space. Color-coded areas represent brain regions that had decreased functional connectivity with the PVA in the early blind subjects. The brain regions having decreased functional connectivity with the left PVA are located in the bilateral supplementary motor area, pre-and postcentral gyri, superior parietal lobule, and the left superior and middle temporal gyri (A). The brain regions having decreased functional connectivity with the right PVA are located in the supplementary motor area and pre-and postcentral gyri (B).
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Decreased Functional Connectivity between PVA and Temporal Cortices in Early Blindness
In the present study, we also found the decreased functional connectivity between the left PVA and the left STG (Brodmann 42, 34 voxels) and MTG (Brodmann 37, 30 voxels). Although the cluster size is relatively small, it seems that the decreased functional connectivity between these brain regions has physiological significance. The STG (Brodmann 42) is the secondary auditory area, which processes auditory information, such as sounds with discontinued acoustic patterns [Mirz et al., 1999] . The MTG (Brodmann 37) is considered as a multimodal region, which integrates visual and auditory information [Beauchamp et al., 2004] . In the sighted healthy subjects, the visual and auditory brain areas work together to recognize an object by identifying the visual and auditory features, respectively. These two kinds of brain regions are functionally connected by the posterior MTG [Beauchamp et al., 2004] . In early blind, the auditory and visual areas can not work together to process information because of the deprivation of sight, which may explain why the functional connectivity between the PVA and STG and MTG were decreased in these subjects.
Decreased Functional Connectivity Between PVA and Motor Areas in Early Blindness
In the sighted people, the coordination of visual and motor systems, especially eye-hand coordination, is critical for their routine life. Behavioral experiments have demonstrated the eye and hand motor systems interact during coordinated responses [Desmurget et al., 1998 ]. We need good eye-hand coordination to perform many activities, such as picking up a tea cup, using chopsticks, pressing a doorbell, and so on. It involves many synergistic functional systems of the brain, which works coordinately to optimize the accuracy of hand motion [Christensen et al., 2006] . A previous PET study showed that the PVA and the motor systems were synchronously activated when performing some difficult goal-directed reciprocal aiming tasks [Winstein et al., 1997] . On the basis of the above facts, we suggest that there exists functional connectivity between the PVA and the motor areas in the healthy sighted subjects. The present study also confirmed the existence of the functional connectivity between the PVA and the motor areas in sighted subjects (Figs. 1 and 2 ). In the early blind, the PVA lost the function of processing visual input, which may lead to the decrease of the functional connectivity between the PVA and the motor area.
Individual Effects on Group Differences
To ensure that each of the significantly different clusters is not dominated by a few subjects, we selected each cluster where functional connectivity with the left PVA was significantly different between groups as a mask. For each subject, we obtained a mean z-score by averaging the zscores of the voxels within this mask. Then we obtained the distribution map of the mean z-scores of the functional connectivity between the left PVA and each of the significant clusters (see Fig. 5 ). Exactly the same analyses were performed for the right PVA (see Fig. 6 ). For each cluster, the distribution of the mean z-scores of the early blind was obviously different from that of the sighted subjects (Figs. 5 and 6). All the sighted subjects showed relative higher positive mean z-scores, whereas most of the early blind subjects showed relative lower positive mean z-scores. Moreover, several blind subjects show negative mean zscores. Thus we may conclude that our results reflect a group effect rather than an effect of several extreme values. Distribution of mean z-scores of functional connectivity between the right PVA and each of the significant clusters. For each cluster, the distribution of the mean z-scores of the early blind was obviously different from that of the sighted subjects. BD, early blind subjects; NC, sighted subjects; PVA, primary visual area; SMA, supplementary motor area; PreCG, precentral gyrus; PoCG, postocentral gyrus.
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Limitations
There are some methodological limitations in the present study that should be considered when interpreting our results. Head movement caused by slow rotation or translation of the subject's head may induce noise to the time series data. Although we have applied a linear regression method to reduce its influence, we can not eliminate them completely. Another limitation of this study is that we can not exclude the influence of physiological noise since we used a relatively low sampling rate (TR ¼ 2 s) for multislice acquisitions. Under this sampling rate, respiratory and cardiac fluctuations may be present in the time series data, which may reduce the specificity of low frequency fluctuations to functional connected regions [Lowe et al., 1998] . In this study, we used a band-pass filtering of 0.01-0.08 Hz to partly reduce these physiological noises [Fox et al., 2005; Greicius et al., 2003; Liang et al., 2006] . However, the filtering can not eliminate them completely. Moreover, subtle changes in a subject's breathing rate or depth, which occur naturally during rest at low frequencies (<0.1 Hz), have been shown to be significantly correlated with fMRI signal changes throughout gray matter and near large vessels [Birn et al., 2006; Wise et al., 2004] . As the authors [Birn et al., 2006] suggested, we cued the subjects to breathe at a relatively constant rate and depth to partly reduce such effects. In future studies, these physiological effects should be reduced by some more robust methods as reported in recent studies [Birn et al., 2006; Deckers et al., 2006; Liston et al., 2006; Lund et al., 2006] .
CONCLUSION
In the present study, we analyzed the functional connectivity between the PVA and other brain regions in the early blind and sighted subjects and found that the early blind subjects showed decreased functional connectivity between the PVA and the somatosensory and motor areas. The results presented here suggest that early deprivation of a single sensory modality may lead to altered functional connectivity between the deprived functional area and other associated brain regions. This study could supplement the task-based fMRI studies, in which much attention has been paid to the plastic changes of the brain induced by early deprivation of a single sensory modality.
